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Water, Earth & Healing

In Ayurveda, water is one of the five basic elements (mahabhutus) that make
up the entire material nature.  Just as we find earth, water, fire, air, and
space in nature, so too do we find these elements in ourselves.  

Ayurveda is a super helpful model of health, because at the core it's simple:
wellness is a matter of balance, and the better we are at balancing the
elements of our inner world with the outer world, the easier it will be to
maintain a state of wellness.
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Water = Apas in Sanskrit

The Sacred Qualities
of Water

Water is represented in our bodily fluids, in our
flowing emotions, and in our fluidity with life. 

Water refreshes us when we're thirsty, it lubricates
our digestive system to aid in easy elimination, and
prevents our skin from prematurely aging. After a
long day, it feels good to shower ourselves in water,
not just to clean the body, but to release the stress
and events of the day. We look to water for hygiene,
comfort, and our very survival.

When we think of the flowing river, we can't help but
be reminded of time as each droplet of water passes
us by only once. It reflects back to us the
impermanence of life and the quality of motion that is
innate to our life cycle and very existence.

Soaking in hot water is kind of a hobby of mine. I've

been fortunate enough to enjoy natural hot springs

all over the world. In Peru, there are ancient Incan

hot springs that are both a refuge for hikers on the

Inca Trail, as well as a bathing house for the locals.

The water has stained the stone yellow because it's

so rich in minerals, which is both good for the skin

and your nutritional intake. In the high Andes, the

hot springs not only provide a source of warmth,

hygiene, and enjoyment, but they are also a

valuable dietary resource. 

There's many therapeutic benefits to baths, both

hot and cold. In Iceland, it's popular practice to

soak in the hot springs and then plunge into an ice

bath to invigorate the body and stimulate

circulation. Iceland is privileged because their taps

are fed by the geothermal springs created by the

volcano, which means spring water comes right out

of their tap. I spent a summer there and my skin

never looked better!
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For Working with Essential Oils & Herbs

General Guidelines

Always put essential oils in a carrier oil when applying
them directly to the skin. 
Avoid using toasted nut or toasted seed oils as carrier
oils. They are more aromatic and may leave you
smelling like dinner.
Always use food-grade quality ingredients!
Young Living is a reputable source for high quality
essential oils. They are strong, be cautious with them.
If making your own essential oil blend, never use more
than 3 together unless specifically directed to by a
qualified herbalist.
When working with herbs and essential oils, start small
and work your way up. Be conservative in your
measurements and experiment by adding a little more
each time until you find the recipe that's just right for
you.
Use organic ingredients whenever possible. When I
can't find what I'm looking for locally, I buy in bulk from
Starwest Botanicals. The Herbiary is also nice.

Sometimes the volcanic springs of Iceland

and the high Andean pools of the Incas are a

little too far away, so here are some recipes

for turning your bathtub into a therapeutic

spa that will leave you feeling pampered AND

better balanced.

These are all recipes I have used probably

hundreds of times by now. Once upon a time, I had

an etsy shop that sold home-made bath bombs and

other natural skin care products born from my own

use of natural bath time remedies and I decided to

share a few of those very special recipes with you!

You can make these at home with ingredients you'd

find at the grocery store. Always be sure to use

food grade quality ingredients, and organic

ingredients whenever possible. Your skin is super

absorbent and will soak up anything and everything

you expose it to. 
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https://www.youngliving.com/en_US
https://www.starwest-botanicals.com/
https://herbiary.com/
https://www.starwest-botanicals.com/


For Dry Skin, Eczema, Psoriasis, Rash

Recipe #1

1 cup powdered milk (sub in 1/2 cup oatmeal if
vegan)
1/2 cup instant oatmeal
1-2 tablespoons almond oil (or other carrier oil of
choice)
5 - 10 drops of rosemary essential oil OR 1-2
heaping tablespoons of fresh rosemary (sub 2-4
tablespoons dry rosemary as a last resort)
Optional: 1-2 heaping tablespoon of dried mint
leaves, I like muna (only use a few drops in oil
form)
Cheesecloth or large reusable tea bag like this
one

Oatmeal is a well-used skincare ingredient because it
not only conditions the skin, softening hardened skin,
it gently exfoliates dry dead skin, AND seals and
protects raw and damaged skin. Extra bonus: it's
rather cheap. Here's what you'll need for this recipe:
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In Ayurveda, dermal outbreaks are often a sign of
imbalance in the fire and air in the body. 

Almond oil lubricates and deeply hydrates the skin, 
 while also providing a subtle cooling effect that helps
to reduce skin inflammation. Coconut oil is another
good alternative as it shares similar cooling and
hydrating qualities, although is typically more
aromatic and a bit more greasy as it takes longer to
fully absorb. It also solidifies when it's cold, which can
clog your pipes.

Look for sweet almond oil in the organic section of
your local grocery store for more of a subtle aroma. 

Rosemary has many medicinal properties, including
being used topically to treat insect bites and rashes.
Always mix your essential oils with a carrier oil before
applying them directly to the skin.

Preparation

Mix oatmeal, dried milk, and dried herbs (if using)
together
Place 1/2 cup - 1 cup of your mixture into your
muslin tea sack and tie off the top so the bran
from the oatmeal doesn't leak out while you soak
Put your tea sack into the bath while it's filling to
give it time to steep. You can add your oils directly
to the water before settling in
Soak for 15-30 minutes and remove the tea sack
before draining the tub 
Use caution when exiting the tub as it will be
slippery! Rinse the tub with the shower head once
all the water has drained
If preparing a cooler bath for a child, prepare the
oatmeal separately and add it to the bath water.
Fill a tea kettle or boil 4-6 cups of water on the
stove and steep the tea sack in hot water for
about 10-15 minutes. Squeeze the tea sack in the
water to release the silken oats. Add the oat
water to the bath before the child gets in. Stir the
bath water with your hand to mix it and make
sure there are no hot spots

https://www.etsy.com/listing/825589748/muna-essential-oil-100-pure-wildcrafted?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=all&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_search_query=muna+tea&ref=sr_gallery-1-1&organic_search_click=1
https://www.etsy.com/listing/825589748/muna-essential-oil-100-pure-wildcrafted?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=all&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_search_query=muna+tea&ref=sr_gallery-1-1&organic_search_click=1
https://www.etsy.com/listing/867114670/muslin-reusable-tea-bags-zero-waste-free?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=all&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_search_query=reuseable+tea+bag+for+bath&ref=sr_gallery-1-1&organic_search_click=1&frs=1


In Ayurveda, anxiety is an air imbalance. Epsom salt,

a mineral, introduces the earth element to ground

the wild air energy. Epsom salt is often used in sports

medicine as it's effective in relieving fatigued

muscles and sprained joints. Epsom salt is also

commonly used as a laxative because of it's ability to

draw out toxins from the blood and intestines.

Lavender and chamomile both help to slow down the

rapid moving energy of nervous system, so that the

body and mind can receive more restful relaxation.

          DRINK PLENTY OF WATER! Epsom salt will dehydrate

you. You will need to stay extra hydrated during your bath

and throughout the rest of your day. If you start to get a

headache, you need to drink more water! Do not use

lavender in combination with sleeping pills. This can slow

your breath rate down too much, leading to oxygen

starvation. Use caution when operating a motor vehicle or

heavy machinery for at least two hours after using lavender.

For Stress & Anxiety

Recipe #2

1/4 cup epsom salt (omit epsom salt if you have
kidney disease)
1-2 heaping tablespoons of dried lavender
flowers OR 5-10 drops of lavender essential oil
(be careful here because too much lavender will
give you a headache)
You can also add an equal amount or more of
dried chamomile for a deeper calming effect. You
don't have to be shy with chamomile, it won't
cause a headache like lavender will.
Optional: 1-2 tablespoons sesame oil for extra
hydration as the salt can dehydrate the skin a bit
If using dried herbs, you'll need your cheesecloth
or large reusable tea bag

Lavender is super common in aromatherapy and skin
care because it's such an effective herbal medicine. It
works instantly on the nervous system, helping your
body activate it's relaxation response, relieving
stress-induced fatigue and overwhelm in not just the
mind but also the body., and acts as a sleep aid. Here's
what you'll need for this recipe:

Learn more about contraindications for epsom salt
baths >>

Preparation

You can premix your epsom salt and herbs to store in
a glass jar for up for 4 weeks. Pre-mixing will give the
salt time to absorb the oils from the herbs and will
produce more of an aroma during your bath. 

Alternatively, you can add the salt directly to the bath
and place the herbs into your tea sack to steep in the
bath tub as it fills. Soak for 15-30 minutes and remove
the tea sack before draining the bath tub. See
alternate preparation method for children in 
Recipe # 1.
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https://www.webmd.com/drugs/2/drug-76602/epsom-salt/details/list-contraindications


In Ayurveda, rose is used for it's cooling properties, which is

why it works as an astringent and anti-inflammatory. 

Energetically, rose is connected to the heart chakra. It works

as a purgative by opening the heart, which facilitates the

release of emotional blockages. It helps us clear difficult

emotions that so often come with the healing process.

Specifically, it regulates the fire energy that governs strong or

overwhelming emotions, allowing us to enjoy a more

moderated blissful experience, creating space for spiritual

upliftment.

For Energetic Cleansing & Purge

Recipe #3

2-4 cups of fresh rose petals (source organic
roses if you go this route. Roses are notoriously
pesticide ridden because they are prone to many
destructive insects and diseases) OR 1 cup dried
rosebuds OR 5-10 drops of rose essential oil (be
careful here, rose is another one that can cause
headaches when used in excess)
1 cup of dried milk (omit if vegan or you have oily
type skin)
Optional: to soften the pungent aroma of rose,
add a stick of vanilla to the bath. You can reuse
this a few times before disposing of it if you let it
dry out completely between uses. Alternatively,
use 2-3 drops of food grade vanilla extract
Optional: Sweet grass blends nicely with rose
Optional: 1-2 tablespoons jojoba oil for extra
hydration (especially good if you have hard
water)
If using dried herbs, you'll need your cheesecloth
or large reusable tea bag. No need to use this if
using rose petals

Rose is one of my favorite herbal medicines to work
with. It's commonly used in skin care for it's
astringent qualities, but it's healing properties extend
far beyond shrinking pore and preventing wrinkles. 

I first encountered the therapeutic qualities of rose
when a shaman recommended rose water for clearing
negative energy. Later, when participating in
Ayahuasca ceremony with the Shipibo in northern
Peru, they showed us how to create flower baths for
cleansing all of the negative energy that we purged
during ceremony. 

I have a deep reverence for the rose because she
demands respect and proper attention if you want to
enjoy the wonders she has to offer. I think that's
pretty badass! The rose is truly royalty among the
flowers.

Here's what you'll need for this recipe:
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Preparation

For this recipe, you can dump everything directly into the bath. If
using fresh rose petals, put them in the bath as it fills. As you soak,
grab a handful and squeeze them to release the oils. You can also
rub the petals on your skin. Your skin will absorb more of the rose
oil this way, and it just feels nice because they're velvety

Soak for 15-30 minutes (or longer). Gather the petals or rosebuds
with your hand and dispose of them before draining the bath
water.



While herbs and essential oils are typically subtle,

gentle, and safe, therapeutic baths can be intense.

Always drink plenty of water when working with

herbs and essential oils. Some recipes may have

laxative effects, which can dehydrate the body.

Monitor your skin for a couple days after trying a new

recipe to track how your body responds. 

I hope you enjoy these recipes as much as I have.

Remember to shop local and support small businesses

whenever you can!

All of the information contained in this article is for
informational purposes only, and not a replacement for
medical advice or diagnostic testing. Please do not use
any herbs or other natural remedies that you may be
allergic to. You should consult with a qualified herbalist,
Ayurvedic doctor, or other medical professional if you
have any specific questions about contraindications.

Photos in this booklet were provided by Canva Pro
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https://www.overcomeanxietyproject.org/

